
See what you’re missing
Contact us to discuss your cybersecurity 
and compliance needs, or learn more at 

The eSentire 
Difference

Your ability to avoid a business-altering 
event depends on how fast you detect 
and respond to a cyber breach.

We catch the threats that other technologies miss
As threat actors continue to evolve their tactics, techniques and procedures, security service providers are expanding their 
services to offer more than just prevention and detection capabilities. This prompted market analysts, such as Gartner, to 
create a new category of security services called Managed Detection and Response, or MDR. 

For eSentire, the creation of the MDR category only reinforced the foundation on which we built our platform more than 16 
years ago. We started with a singular idea: to catch the threats that other technologies miss.

We detect, analyze, interpret, classify, 
isolate and report on suspicious and 
malicious activity on your endpoints 
and network.

Our high-touch, turn-key service is 
designed to ensure your organization 
assumes the minimal amount of risk 
possible.

We reduce the time to respond and 
recover so your organization can 
return to a known state of good 
without disruption to your business.

eSentire Managed Detection and Response

• 24x7x365 continuous hunting and monitoring

• Detection of unknown attacks leveraging patterns 
and behavioral analytics

• Human-led investigation utilizing always on full 
packet capture, logs and event data

• Full forensics analysis to confirm threats and 
eliminate false positives

• Isolation and communication disruption of the 
threat on your behalf, with no retainer fee

• Full remediation support until the threat is 
eliminated, not just alerting and guidance

eSentire Advisory Services

Beyond MDR, our dedicated security experts will 
help you assess risks, address known gaps and build 
a comprehensive program that meets stringent 
regulatory requirements. 

• Security Program 
Maturity Assessment

• Security Policy 
Guidance

• Security Incident 
Response Plan

• Security Architecture 
Review

• Health Check
• Executive Briefing
• Penetration Testing 

& Vulnerability 
Assessments

• Risk Assessments
• Phishing Campaigns
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